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SUMMARY
In recent years, marine controlled source electromagnetics (CSEM) has found increasing
use in hydrocarbon exploration due to its ability to detect thin resistive zones beneath the
seafloor. It is the purpose of this paper to evaluate the physics of CSEM for an ocean whose
electrical thickness is comparable to or much thinner than that of the overburden using the
in-line configuration through examination of the elliptically polarized seafloor electric field,
the time-averaged energy flow depicted by the real part of the complex Poynting vector, energy
dissipation through Joule heating and the Fre´chet derivatives of the seafloor field with respect
to the subseafloor conductivity that is assumed to be isotropic. The deep water (ocean layer
electrically much thicker than the overburden) seafloor EM response for a model containing
a resistive reservoir layer has a greater amplitude and reduced phase as a function of offset
compared to that for a half-space, or a stronger and faster response. For an ocean whose
electrical thickness is comparable to or much smaller than that of the overburden, the electric
field displays a greater amplitude and reduced phase at small offsets, shifting to a stronger
amplitude and increased phase at intermediate offsets and a weaker amplitude and enhanced
phase at long offsets, or a stronger and faster response that first changes to stronger and
slower, and then transitions to weaker and slower. These transitions can be understood by
visualizing the energy flow throughout the structure caused by the competing influences of
the dipole source and guided energy flow in the reservoir layer, and the air interaction caused
by coupling of the entire subseafloor resistivity structure with the sea surface. A stronger
and faster response occurs when guided energy flow is dominant, while a weaker and slower
response occurs when the air interaction is dominant. However, at intermediate offsets for
some models, the air interaction can partially or fully reverse the direction of energy flux in
the reservoir layer toward rather than away from the source, resulting in a stronger and slower
response. The Fre´chet derivatives are dominated by preferential sensitivity to the reservoir
layer conductivity for all water depths except at high frequencies, but also display a shift with
offset from the galvanic to the inductive mode in the underburden and overburden due to the
interplay of guided energy flow and the air interaction. This means that the sensitivity to the
horizontal conductivity is almost as strong as to the vertical component in the shallow parts
of the subsurface, and in fact is stronger than the vertical sensitivity deeper down. However,
the sensitivity to horizontal conductivity is still weak compared to the vertical component
within thin resistive regions. The horizontal sensitivity is gradually decreased when the water
becomes deep. These observations in part explain the success of shallow towed CSEM using
only measurements of the in-line component of the electric field.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Pioneering measurements by Cox et al. (1978) showed that the
natural background electric field at frequencies in the vicinity of
1 Hz in the deep ocean is extremely low (∼1 pV m−1), suggesting
that the weak fields induced within Earth by a near-seafloor artificial
source could be detected at large (many kilometres) source–receiver
offsets. This led to the development of a practical geophysical ex-
ploration method based on seabed-to-seabed propagation of low-
frequency electromagnetic (EM) fields from a horizontal electric
dipole (HED) that was used to study tectonic plate accretion and
evolution topics, as reviewed by Chave et al. (1991) and Edwards
(2005).
It has been well known since the 1930s that petroleum-bearing
layers are thin and commonly but not ubiquitously resistive com-
pared to the substrate in which they are embedded. Keller (1968),
Kaufmann & Keller (1983) and Passalacqua (1983) showed the-
oretically that a thin resistive hydrocarbon zone could be sensed
using a low-frequency EM source on land, and there were several
attempts to exploit the method (e.g. Keller et al. 1990). In 2000, it
was demonstrated that a producing offshore petroleum field could
be mapped with the same marine controlled source electromag-
netic (CSEM) technique and apparatus utilized in academia over
the preceding two decades (Eidesmo et al. 2002; Ellingsrud et al.
2002), leading to commercialization of the technology. Constable
& Srnka (2007) and Constable (2010) provide historical reviews,
while Strack (2014) and MacGregor & Tomlinson (2014) give re-
cent technical overviews. In addition to conventional seafloor re-
ceivers, a towed streamer cable-based system has been developed
and commercialized for hydrocarbon exploration in shallow water.
A description of this system and its performance can be found in
Mattsson et al. (2013), Zhdanov et al. (2014) and McKay et al.
(2015).
While it must be recognized that the quantitative interpretation
of marine CSEM data over petroleum-bearing formations will typ-
ically require 2-D surveys and 2-D or 3-D modeling that accom-
modates transverse anisotropy and bathymetry, the use of the 1-
D isotropic approximation is useful under some circumstances,
and provides insight into the diffusive physics of marine CSEM.
This paper will investigate these physics when the so-called air-
wave [more appropriately termed the air interaction by Andre´is &
MacGregor (2008)] is important through analysis of the Poynting
vector, Joule heating, elliptically polarized representation of the
seafloor electric field and Fre´chet derivatives of the seafloor electric
field with respect to the subsurface conductivity, extending the deep
water results in Chave (2009). The air interaction phenomenon has
previously been investigated by Constable & Weiss (2006), Um &
Alumbaugh (2007), Weidelt (2007) and Mittet & Morten (2013).
There have been a number of attempts to remove the air inter-
action from CSEM data (e.g. Amundsen et al. 2006; Andre´is &
MacGregor 2008; Løseth et al. 2010; Chen & Alumbaugh 2011),
but none have proven satisfactory, in part because it is always dif-
ficult to make a correction to data that is substantially the same
size as the measured value, but more significantly because the air
interaction is a set of non-linear couplings of the air–sea interface
with all parts of the underlying conductivity structure. The non-
linearity implies that the air interaction is a source of coherent (with
the source) noise that is analogous to the effect of tunnels and void
spaces, or even pipelines and wellbores, on EM surveys, and hence
must be included in modeling. At the same time, the air interaction
serves as a cooperative entity for CSEM imaging that has positive
effects, as will be demonstrated. The non-linear nature of the air
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Figure 1. The canonical reservoir model used throughout this paper. The
source (double arrow) is located at (0, 0, z′) and the observation point
(eye) is at (ρ, 0, z), where the middle coordinate is the azimuth ϕ. The
ocean layer of thickness H and conductivity 3.2 S m−1 is overlain by an
insulating atmosphere and underlain by a two layer structure in turn underlain
by a half-space. The overburden and underburden have a conductivity of
0.5 S m−1 (resistivity of 2  m) and the reservoir layer between 1000 and
1100 m depth has a conductivity of 0.05 S m−1 (resistivity of 20  m).
interaction is readily apparent from inspection of the Green’s func-
tions in Chave & Cox (1982) or Chave et al. (1991) that include
a finite depth water layer. Andre´is & MacGregor (2008) provide a
thorough discussion of the topic.
The remainder of this paper is organized into four sections.
Section 2 outlines the diffusive physics of marine CSEM, defines
Poynting’s Theorem for a time harmonic field, specifies the ellip-
tical representation of the electric field and introduces the Fre`chet
derivatives of the EMfield with respect to conductivity as a function
of depth. Section 3 presents model results based on a canonical 1-D
reservoir model for both seafloor and near-surface towed configura-
tions. Section 4 contains a discussion of the results. Section 5 gives
the conclusions.
In a second paper, these results will be extended to a transversely
anisotropic overburden and underburden.
2 THEORY
Oil reservoirs are geologically complex structures of variable hy-
drocarbon saturation and finite lateral extent embedded within
anisotropic and heterogeneous, possibly folded and faulted, host
sediments overlain by bathymetric variations and underlain by crys-
talline basement rock. Despite the gross oversimplification of the
actual geology of a petroleum reservoir, it is instructive to analyse
the CSEM response of a 1-D isotropic model in which the oil reser-
voir is a thin resistive layer of infinite lateral extent buried within a
uniform or plane-layered isotropic half-space.
The canonical reservoir model used in this paper is shown in
Fig. 1. The model comprises a 100 m thick reservoir layer centred
at 1050 m depth in a substrate with an electrical conductivity of
0.5 S m−1 (resistivity of 2  m). The reservoir layer has a conduc-
tivity of 0.05 S m−1 (resistivity of 20  m), for a resistivity contrast
between the substrate and reservoir of 10:1 and a reservoir trans-
verse resistance of 2000  m2. A water layer of conductivity 3.2
S m−1 (resistivity of 0.31  m) and a variable thickness H overlies
the substrate, and is in turn overlain by an insulating air half-space.
A point HED source is located at (0, 0, z′), where z′ is set to 30 m
above the seafloor for the seafloor configuration and 10 m below the
sea surface for the shallow towed configuration, and oriented along
the x-axis, while a receiver is located at (ρ, ϕ, z). For the purposes
of this paper, only the in-line (x-directed) response is considered,
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and so the receiver azimuth ϕ is set to zero. The z-axis is positive
upwards, with z = 0 corresponding to the sea surface. Water depths
of 2000, 300 and 50 m will be considered.
The ratio of the displacement to the conduction current in CSEM
may be represented by the dimensionless number εω/σ , where ε
is the electric permittivity, ω is the source angular frequency and
σ is the electrical conductivity. Using the canonical model, it is
easy to show that displacement current is no more than 10−8 times
the conduction current in the reservoir layer at an upper frequency
limit of 10 Hz, and is even smaller elsewhere in the structure or
at lower frequencies. Further, it is not necessary to consider dis-
placement current in the insulating air above the ocean provided
that the source–receiver offset is small compared to the free-space
wavelength (Nekut & Spies 1989; Chave 2009), which as a matter
of practice always holds.
Thus, the pre-Maxwell equations without displacement current
are sufficient throughout the structure, and the physics is that of
diffusion driven by a continuous, temporally periodic source. The
consequence is an EM field that evolves unidirectionally forward in
time at all points away from a source because the operation t → −t
does not leave the governing equations invariant. Diffusion cannot
run backward in time, unlike wave propagation. Further, Morse &
Ingard (1968, p. 479) show that any physical system whose phase
velocity approaches infinity as frequency goes to infinity cannot
exhibit wave fronts. The phase velocity for marine CSEM is propor-
tional to
√
ω , hence its physics does not incorporate wave fronts.
The absence of wave fronts precludes the existence of Huygens-
type reflection (and concomitantly, refraction) at interfaces (see
also Mandelis et al. 2001).
Further, diffusive systems like CSEM respond to a driving source
simultaneously at all points within it, and so the EM response at a
given point in a conductive medium is influenced by the resistivity
of the entire structure. Simultaneity in diffusion physics can be un-
derstood at a microscopic level through seminal work by Einstein
(1905), who established a direct relationship between macroscopic
and microscopic diffusion. Diffusion is a consequence of the ran-
dom, thermally driven motion of an ensemble of microscopic parti-
cles whose drift velocity is described by a probability distribution,
and hence diffusion involves stochasticity. As a consequence, par-
ticles whose velocity is given by the distribution tails will drift very
quickly, so that the particles comprising a diffusive system rapidly
evolve to a steady state on a global basis. For marine CSEM, the mi-
croscopic particles are the charge carriers throughout the resistivity
structure that are subject to drift when a source current is applied.
They reach steady state on a timescale that is very short compared
to the CSEM timescale of one over the source frequency.
Chave (2009) presented Green’s functions for the fundamen-
tal and independent poloidal and toroidal magnetic (PM and TM)
modes that describe CSEM fields in a 1-D structure produced by a
point HED, including all of the interactions between the air–water
interface and the subsurface resistivity structure, and obtained the
field components for anHED sourcewithin the ocean layer. It is well
known that the enhanced EM response at a given offset to a resistive
reservoir model compared to that of a half-space with the reservoir
model overburden resistivity is a galvanic TM mode phenomenon,
while the air interaction is an inductive PM mode response. Fig. 11
in Chave (2009) shows this graphically by comparing the interme-
diate water depth Poynting vectors for vertical magnetic and electric
dipoles that solely produce PM and TM modes, respectively.
The EM fields within the layered structure may easily be derived
by matching solutions to the homogeneous forms of the modal
equations at the seafloor to the Green’s functions using appropriate
boundary conditions, and may be propagated down to the depth of
interest. Such solutions will be used to estimate the Poynting vector
and Joule heating throughout the conductive structure.
In the absence of insight from ray concepts that pertain in wave
physics, it is useful to examine the flow of energy to visualize
CSEM field behaviour. Chave (2009) showed from first principles
that Poynting’s Theorem (Poynting 1884) for the pre-Maxwell equa-
tions is given by
∇ · S + ∂twB + J · E = 0 (1)
where S = (E × B)/μo is the Poynting vector,wB = |B|2/(2μo) is
the stored energy density in themagnetic field and J · E is the energy
dissipation rate density. There is no stored energy in the electric
field under the pre-Maxwell approximation because electric energy
is stored by bound charge that plays no role in EM induction. A
physical interpretation follows by applying the divergence theorem
to (1). In a volume of material that does not include a source,
S represents the energy per unit area per unit time flowing into
a volume of material that is balanced by the thermodynamically
irreversible Joule heating rate and the time rate of change of energy
stored in the magnetic field within the volume.
For continuous, time harmonic forcing, Chave (2009) also
showed that the time average (over a complete cycle of the source)
of S is equal to the real part of the complex Poynting vector
S = (E × B∗)/(2μo) (where the superscript ∗ denotes the com-
plex conjugate; note that S 	= S) that represents the time-averaged
energy flux into a volume of material that is balanced by Joule heat-
ing within it; Stratton (1941, section 2.20) gives a similar derivation.
The real part of the complex Poynting vector was used by Chave
et al. (1990) to visualize the time-averaged energy flux for an earth
model containing a low conductivity lithospheric zone bounded
above and below by higher conductivity regions. Weidelt (2007)
and Chave (2009) presented analogous results for a hydrocarbon
reservoir model.
The EM fields produced in CSEM have a 3-D vector rather than a
scalar form, and hence the standard practice of evaluating the ampli-
tude and/or phase of a single Cartesian field component against off-
set or frequency is not sufficient for understanding their behaviour.
It is well known that a time harmonic vector field can be depicted
as a polarization ellipse oriented appropriately in space, and this
representation serves as a complete description of the field. Further,
when an ellipse is required to depict the EM field, its Cartesian
components are not independent.
Chave (2009) derived a representation for elliptically polarized
EM fields that utilizes six parameters: the amplitude of the semi-
major axis a, the ratio of the semi-minor to the semi-major axis
amplitudes or ellipticity, the generalized phase φ, the strike θ of the
semi-major axis in the ellipse plane, the roll ξ around the semi-major
axis and the pitch ψ around the semi-minor axis. All of the angles
are positive counter-clockwise. There is an inherent ambiguity in
this representation, as it is unchanged if any pair of (θ, φ) , (θ, ξ )
and (ξ, φ) are altered by 180◦. For the in-line geometry of this
paper, the polarization ellipse is degenerate such that the pitch ψ is
always zero and the roll ξ is ±90◦, so the ellipse is oriented in the
x–z plane with the tip of the electric field vector rotating counter-
clockwise or clockwise as the roll is negative or positive. The roll
will be set to −90◦, so that only the strike and ellipticity are need
to characterize the degenerate polarization ellipse for the in-line
orientation. Fig. 2 depicts this case. The generalized phase will be
assumed continuous, so the representation ambiguity can easily be
resolved. Note also that the sense of ellipse rotation has nothing to
do with the temporal variation of the EM field; the tip of the electric
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Figure 2. Electric field polarization ellipse for the degenerate in-line case
of this paper. The semi-major axis a and the semi-minor axis b are shown by
dashed lines. The strike θ is the angle between the x-axis and the semi-major
axis.
field vector moves around the ellipse at the driving frequency of the
source, while the ellipse orientation and the sense of rotation can
change with source–receiver offset or frequency.
Chave (1984) proved that the PM and TM mode EM fields are
Fre´chet differentiable, meaning that a continuous perturbation re-
lation exists between a given EM datum and the conductivity at a
given depth, with a remainder term that is second order in the model
change. The Fre´chet derivative relationship is
δEx =
−H∫
−∞
f (s) δ σ (s) ds (2)
so that the Fre´chet derivative f(z) has units of volts per Siemen.
The Fre´chet derivatives were computed using a centred two point
finite-difference stencil operating on a 1-D forward solution whose
conductivity is perturbed up or down by 5 per cent using 20m layers
from the seafloor to below the reservoir layer, and will be used to
further elucidate the behaviour of CSEM fields in the presence of
the air interaction.
3 MODEL RESULTS
Fig. 3 shows the real part of the complex Poynting vector (hereafter
simply Poynting vector) and Joule heating as a function of offset
and depth for a source frequency of 0.1 Hz and a water layer thick-
ness of 2000 m. The source is a point dipole with unit moment
throughout this paper. At this frequency, the skin depth in seawater
(overburden) is 890 m (2.3 km), so the source is about 2.2 skin
depths below the sea surface and about 0.4 skin depth above the
reservoir, and hence the excitation of the reservoir should dominate
the air interaction except possibly at large source–receiver offsets.
The Poynting vector and Joule heating plots show the base 10 loga-
rithm of the magnitude of each quantity in colour scale; note that the
units of the Poynting vector are watts per m2 while the dissipation
term is in watts per m3, and so the colour scales are not equiva-
lent. The Poynting vector plot also shows the direction of energy
flow at each of the small circles throughout the structure. Fig. 3 is
similar to the deep (5000 m) water result of Chave (2009; bottom
panel of fig. 16), and is dominated by nearly horizontal energy flow
away from the source within the reservoir layer that leaks into the
overburden, decreasing monotonically with offset. The dominantly
horizontal Poynting vector is due to a largely vertical electric field
in the reservoir layer. For a given offset, both the Poynting vector
and Joule heating magnitude are largest within the reservoir layer,
and the tongues of energy flux or dissipation extend further outward
as offset increases to ∼8 km, then become substantially the same
length. The energy flux within the water layer is primarily upward
away from the seafloor, although aweak air interaction is apparent at
the longest offsets, and is manifest as downward energy flux within
the water layer that extends nearly to the seafloor at 15 km. There is
a narrow transition zone within the water layer that separates domi-
nance by the direct effects of the dipole source (including reservoir
energy flow) from dominance by the air interaction. If the reservoir
layer were absent, an analogous transition zone would appear at a
shorter offset due to the lack of guided energy flow in the substrate.
The seafloor electric field (Fig. 4) is depicted as the general-
ized phase lag of the reservoir model relative to the half-space one
and the ratio of the electric field amplitude for the reservoir model
of Fig. 1 to that of a half-space of resistivity 2  m (upper and
middle right panels), in both cases against source–receiver offset.
The remaining panels show the ellipse amplitude/phase and orien-
tation parameters for both the reservoir and half-space models as
described in Section 2. As a function of offset, the amplitude ratio
(phase lag) is monotonically increasing (decreasing, except at the
largest values), exhibiting a change in slope at ∼2.5 km (or about
3 skin depths in seawater) as the electric field flowing directly from
the source in the water layer attenuates away, and a second change
in slope at large offsets as the effect of the downward energy flux
in the water layer in Fig. 3 reaches the seafloor. This appears in the
phase lag at a shorter offset than in the amplitude. An amplitude
ratio greater than unity and a negative phase lag indicate that the
response of the reservoir model is stronger and faster compared to
that of a half-space.
There is complex orientation behaviour that occurs alongwith the
changes in amplitude and phase. For the reservoir model at offsets
to ∼5.5 km, the ellipticity is as large as 0.3 and the semi-major
axis yaws slowly counter-clockwise in the x–z plane. From ∼5.5
to ∼10 km, the semi-major axis yaws counter-clockwise through
∼140◦ and becomes nearly linearly polarized. The ellipse then shifts
sharply clockwise out to ∼14 km, when it flips again. The half-
space model does not display a shift in orientation until an offset
of ∼13 km and has a slightly higher ellipticity than the reservoir
model.
Fig. 5 shows the in-line electric field Fre´chet derivatives with
respect to conductivity, and their PM and TMmode components, at
source–receiver offsets of 3, 7 and 11 km for the model of Figs 2 and
3. The TM mode is preferentially sensitive to conductivity changes
within the resistive reservoir layer, while the PMmode is insensitive
to the reservoir conductivity. This is an expected consequence of
the heightened galvanic response, relative to the modest inductive
response, to a buried resistive layer. The TM mode amplitude is
substantially (by 1–2 orders of magnitude) larger than the PMmode
amplitude in the overburden and reservoir layer at large offsets,
but the PM mode is influential within the over and underburden
at short to intermediate offsets. There is also a large change in
phase across the reservoir layer for the TM mode at short offset
that is also present for the total Fre´chet derivative. The total Fre´chet
derivative is smaller than either the PM or TMmode components in
the underburden because the modes are nearly out of phase in that
region.
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Figure 3. Contours of the logarithms (base 10) of the magnitudes of the Poynting vector (top) and Joule heating (bottom) as a function of source–receiver
offset and depth for the model of Fig. 1. The water depth is 2000 m, the source frequency is 0.1 Hz and the point source lies 30 m above the seafloor at the
origin. The seafloor is depicted by a solid horizontal black line. The Poynting vector plot also shows the direction of energy flow at each of the small circles
throughout the structure. The arrow orientations have been adjusted for the different horizontal and vertical scales.
Fig. 6 shows the Poynting vector and Joule heating for an inter-
mediate water depth of 300 m and a 0.1 Hz source; the electrical
thickness is about 0.3 skin depth in the water layer and 0.4 skin
depth in the overburden, so the air interaction is expected to play
a stronger role than for 2000 m water depth. The effect of the air
interaction is quite evident compared to Fig. 3, and is seen as an
abrupt shift from upward to downward energy flow at the seafloor
at∼6.5 km offset, and the propagation of this reversal downward to
the reservoir layer at ∼9.5 km offset. At this point, the direction of
energy flux in the reservoir layer shifts from outward horizontal to
nearly vertical downward, but with an inward component, then be-
comes vertical and finally has an outward component at the longest
offsets. These transitions reflect increasing dominance by the in-
ductive air interaction as the offset rises, resulting in replacement of
galvanically driven guided energy flow in the reservoir layer with
an inductively driven vertical energy flux.
The Poynting vector in the overburden mirrors this behaviour,
while in the underburden the energy flux has an upward component
beyond ∼4 km that shifts downward beyond ∼10 km. The under-
burden energy flux is distinct from that in deeper water (Fig. 3). The
Joule heating is similar to that for deep water (Fig. 3) except that the
largest values at a given offset occur in both the water and reservoir
layers, and the reservoir tongue does not extend further outward as
offset increases.
The seafloor electric field for the intermediate water depth model
(Fig. 7) initially shows a positive amplitude ratio over ∼2.5–10 km
and a weak phase lead over ∼2.5–7 km, followed by a decrease
in amplitude ratio that becomes slightly smaller than unity out to
the longest offset, and a phase that lags the half-space value out to
∼14 km, peaking at∼9 km. Consequently, the reservoir response is
initially stronger and faster (∼0–7 km) than the half-space response,
then becomes stronger and slower (∼7–10 km), and finally transi-
tions to weaker and slower at large offsets. The phase lag changes
sign at a shorter offset than the amplitude ratio. This behaviour is
accompanied by concomitant changes in the ellipse shape. At off-
sets below∼6 km for the reservoir model, the polarization is nearly
linear and the semi-major axis is yawed slightly clockwise. Beyond
this offset, the polarization is more elliptical and the semi-major
axis shifts sharply counter-clockwise through∼180◦ and then shifts
clockwise through the same angle at 14 km offset. The half-space
model displays similar behaviour but at shorter offsets, reflecting
that field enhancement due to the reservoir layer is absent.
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Figure 4. The polarization ellipse representation of the seafloor electric field as a function of offset from an HED point source placed at the origin but 30 m
above the seafloor. The water depth is 2000 m and the source frequency is 0.1 Hz. From the upper left and proceeding counter-clockwise, the panels show the
phase of the reservoir and half-space responses, the base 10 logarithm of the magnitude of the reservoir and half-space responses, the ellipticity, the strike θ
of the semi-major axis in the ellipse plane, magnitude ratio of the reservoir to the half-space response and the phase lag between the reservoir and half-space
responses. For the first four panels, the dashed line is the reservoir result while the solid line is the half-space result.
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Figure 5. The Fre´chet derivatives of the in-line seafloor electric field as a function of depth below the seafloor for a point HED source located at the origin
but 30 m above the seafloor. The water depth is 2000 m and the source frequency is 0.1 Hz. The left-hand panels show the logarithm of the magnitude and the
right-hand panels show the phase. From top to bottom, the rows show the total Fre´chet derivative, the PM mode component and the TM mode component. The
different curves correspond to offsets of 3 km (black), 7 km (dashed) and 11 km (dotted).
Fig. 8 shows the in-line electric field Fre´chet total derivative, and
its PM and TMmode components, for the intermediate water depth
model. As in Fig. 5, the TM mode is dominant within the reservoir
layer at all offsets shown, and in fact the TM mode curves are quite
similar in Figs 5 and 8. However, the PM mode component has
a discernible effect within the overburden and underburden at all
offsets, as evidenced by comparing the amplitude of the PM and
TM modes.
Fig. 9 shows the Poynting vector and Joule heating for shallow
(50 m) water and a 0.1 Hz source. The water layer has an electrical
thickness of about 0.06 skin depth compared to 0.4 skin depth in
the overburden, and hence the air interaction can be expected to be
important at most offsets. The Poynting vector plot is qualitatively
similar to that in Fig. 6, except that changes in direction occur at
smaller offsets throughout the structure and the direction of energy
flux in the reservoir layer is fully reversed at offsets beyond ∼5 km,
gradually rotating downward and then slightly outward at longer
distances. As a consequence of the energy flux confluence at∼5 km
in the reservoir layer, the flow direction in the underburden abruptly
shifts from upward, outward to downward, inward. A minimum in
the Poynting vector amplitude is also observed extending from near
the source downward to the reservoir layer at∼5 km and then further
into the underburden. The locus of the minimum represents a shift
from dominance by the dipole source (including galvanic reservoir
excitation) to dominance by the air interaction. The outward energy
flux tongue in the reservoir layer decreases in length up to ∼5 km,
then increases over the interval exhibiting reversed energy flux and
ultimately gets smaller at the longest source–receiver offsets. Joule
heating is largest in the water layer at a given offset beyond ∼5 km.
Dissipation in the overburden is larger than that in the reservoir layer
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Figure 6. Contours of the logarithms (base 10) of the magnitudes of the Poynting vector (top) and Joule heating (bottom) as a function of source–receiver
offset and depth for the model of Fig. 1. The water depth is 300 m, the source frequency is 0.1 Hz and the point source lies 30 m above the seafloor at the
origin. The seafloor is depicted by a solid horizontal black line. The Poynting vector plot also shows the direction of energy flow at each of the small circles
throughout the structure. The arrow orientations have been adjusted for the different horizontal and vertical scales.
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Figure 7. The polarization ellipse representation of the seafloor electric field as a function of offset from an HED point source placed at the origin but 30 m
above the seafloor. The water depth is 300 m and the source frequency is 0.1 Hz. From the upper left and proceeding counter-clockwise, the panels show the
phase of the reservoir and half-space responses, the base 10 logarithm of the magnitude of the reservoir and half-space responses, the ellipticity, the strike θ
of the semi-major axis in the ellipse plane, magnitude ratio of the reservoir to the half-space response and the phase lag between the reservoir and half-space
responses. For the first four parameters, the dashed line is the reservoir result while the solid line is the half-space result.
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Figure 8. The Fre´chet derivatives of the in-line seafloor electric field as a function of depth below the seafloor for a point HED source located at the origin
but 30 m above the seafloor. The water depth is 300 m and the source frequency is 0.1 Hz. The left-hand panels show the logarithm of the magnitude and the
right-hand panels show the phase. From top to bottom, the rows show the total Fre´chet derivative, the PM mode component and the TM mode component. The
different curves correspond to offsets of 3 km (black), 7 km (dashed) and 11 km (dotted).
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Figure 9. Contours of the logarithms (base 10) of the magnitudes of the Poynting vector (top) and Joule heating (bottom) as a function of source–receiver
offset and depth for the model of Fig. 1. The water depth is 50 m, the source frequency is 0.1 Hz and the point source lies 30 m above the seafloor at the origin.
The seafloor is depicted by a solid horizontal black line. The Poynting vector plot also shows the direction of energy flow at each of the small circles throughout
the structure. The arrow orientations have been adjusted for the different horizontal and vertical scales.
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Figure 10. The polarization ellipse representation of the seafloor electric field as a function of offset from an HED point source placed at the origin but 30 m
above the seafloor. The water depth is 50 m and the source frequency is 0.1 Hz. From the upper left and proceeding counter-clockwise, the panels show the
phase of the reservoir and half-space responses, the base 10 logarithm of the magnitude of the reservoir and half-space responses, the ellipticity, the strike θ of
the semi-major axis in the ellipse plane, the magnitude ratio of the reservoir to the half-space response and the phase lag between the reservoir and half-space
responses. For the first four parameters, the dashed line is the reservoir result while the solid line is the half-space result.
at a given offset beyond ∼8 km, and the reservoir layer becomes a
locus of minimum dissipation at the longest offsets.
Fig. 10 shows the seafloor electric field for the shallow water
model of Fig. 9. The amplitude ratio is greater than unity over
∼2–9 km, and becomes very weakly negative beyond that point
out to ∼12 km. The phase for the reservoir model lags that for a
half-space over ∼5–12 km, and has a weak lead at shorter offsets.
Consequently, the reservoir response is stronger and slightly faster
at short (∼0–5 km) offsets, substantially stronger and slower at
intermediate (∼5–9 km) offsets, then becomes weaker and slower at
large offsets. The polarization is nearly linear at all offsets. The strike
of the semi-major axis shifts counter-clockwise through ∼180◦ at
about 3 km offset and then clockwise back at ∼12.5 km. Overall,
the seafloor electric field is an attenuated version of the intermediate
water depth result in Fig. 7, with the additional influence of the flux
reversal in the reservoir layer.
Fig. 11 shows the Fre´chet derivatives of the in-line electric field,
and its PM and TMmode components, for the shallow water model
of Figs 9 and 10. The phase sensitivity to the reservoir is not as large
as in Fig. 8. In addition, the effect of the PMmode is enhanced over
that for the intermediate depth model, and it plays a major role
throughout the overburden and underburden at all offsets.
Fig. 12 shows the Poynting vector and Joule heating for the 300m
water layer of Fig. 6 but with a 1 Hz source. At this frequency, the
skin depth in seawater is 280 m, and hence comparable to the water
depth, while the overburden is about 1.4 skin depths thick, and
hence the reservoir effect should be dwarfed by the influence of
the sea surface beyond some offset. By comparison with Fig. 6, the
magnitudes of the Poynting vector and Joule heating are smaller at a
given offset and depth, reflecting greater attenuation throughout the
structure due to the higher frequency. The seafloor energy flux shifts
from upward to downward at a source–receiver offset of ∼3.5 km,
and the flip in direction propagates downward to the reservoir layer
at∼5.5 km. The time-averaged energy flux is downward throughout
the structure beyond∼9.5 km, and the rightward tongue of enhanced
energy flux vanishes. This reflects the fact that, at the relatively high
frequency of 1 Hz, the dipole field is heavily attenuated at long
range, whereas the spatially broad field due to the air interaction is
not. Concomitantly, dissipation is largest within the reservoir layer
only at small offsets, becoming comparable within the overburden
beyond∼5.5 km and then turning to a local minimumof dissipation.
Fig. 13 shows the seafloor electric field corresponding to Fig. 12,
and resembles a compressed and attenuated version of Fig. 7. The
amplitude for the reservoir model is initially larger than that for a
half-space, peaking at∼3 km, and then decreases to a value smaller
than for a half-space before becoming the same beyond∼8 km. The
phase lags that for a half-space only over∼3–5 km, leads slightly on
either side of those values and is nearly the same as that for a half-
space beyond ∼9 km. Consequently, the reservoir model response
is initially slightly stronger and faster (∼2–3 km), then stronger and
slower (∼3–4 km), and finally weaker and slower (∼4–7 km), as
compared to the half-space response. The ellipticity has dual peaks
at about 1 and 4 km, and is larger than at 0.1 Hz in Fig. 7. The strike
changes repeatedly with offset, but is similar over 0–8 km to the
entire range of Fig. 7.
The PM mode Fre`chet derivatives (Fig. 14) show the strong in-
fluence of the air interaction beyond 3 km offset, and dominates the
TM mode component in the overburden and underburden beyond
7 km offset. There is very little enhanced sensitivity to the reservoir
layer at 11 km offset. The PM mode phase is nearly identical at 7
and 11 km offset, reflecting dominance by the air interaction.
Fig. 15 shows the Poynting vector for 300 m water depth and a
0.1 Hz source in the shallow towed configuration, with the source
at 10 m below the sea surface and the receivers at 100 m below the
sea surface. It is very similar to the seafloor configuration result in
Fig. 6, with the key feature of transition from upward, outward to
downward, inward energy flux at the seafloor and its propagation
through the overburden, occurring at about a 1 km shorter offset.
The Joule heating for the shallow towed model is nearly identical
to that in Fig. 6, and is omitted.
It is not practical to measure the vertical electric field from a
towed streamer, hence Fig. 16 shows the in-line electric field pa-
rameters corresponding approximately to the four upper panels in
Fig. 7. The shallow towed electric field is very similar to the seafloor
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Figure 11. The Fre´chet derivatives of the in-line seafloor electric field as a function of depth below the seafloor for a point HED source located at the origin
but 30 m above the seafloor. The water depth is 50 m and the source frequency is 0.1 Hz. The left-hand panels show the logarithm of the magnitude and the
right-hand panels show the phase. From top to bottom, the rows show the total Fre´chet derivative, the PM mode component and the TM mode component. The
different curves correspond to offsets of 3 km (black), 7 km (dashed) and 11 km (dotted).
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Figure 12. Contours of the logarithms (base 10) of the magnitudes of the Poynting vector (top) and Joule heating (bottom) as a function of source–receiver
offset and depth for the model of Fig. 1. The water depth is 300 m, the source frequency is 1 Hz and the point source lies 30 m above the seafloor at the origin.
The seafloor is depicted by a solid horizontal black line. The Poynting vector plot also shows the direction of energy flow at each of the small circles throughout
the structure. The arrow orientations have been adjusted for the different horizontal and vertical scales.
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Figure 13. The polarization ellipse representation of the seafloor electric field as a function of offset from an HED point source placed at the origin but 30 m
above the seafloor. The water depth is 300 m and the source frequency is 1 Hz. From the upper left and proceeding counter-clockwise, the panels show the
phase of the reservoir and half-space responses, the base 10 logarithm of the magnitude of the reservoir and half-space responses, the ellipticity, the strike θ
of the semi-major axis in the ellipse plane, magnitude ratio of the reservoir to the half-space response and the phase lag between the reservoir and half-space
responses. For the first four parameters, the dashed line is the reservoir result while the solid line is the half-space result.
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Figure 14. The Fre´chet derivatives of the in-line seafloor electric field as a function of depth below the seafloor for a point HED source located at the origin
but 30 m above the seafloor. The water depth is 300 m and the source frequency is 1 Hz. The left-hand panels show the logarithm of the magnitude and the
right-hand panels show the phase. From top to bottom, the rows show the total Fre´chet derivative, the PM mode component and the TM mode component. The
different curves correspond to offsets of 3 km (black), 7 km (dashed) and 11 km (dotted).
one for this model, displaying an initial stronger and very slightly
faster reservoir response from ∼2 to 6 km offset, then a stronger
and slower response to ∼9 km, a weaker and slower response to
∼12.5 km, and finally a slight weaker and faster response to the
largest offsets. The transitions for the shallow towed configuration
in Fig. 16 systematically occur at 1–2 km shorter offsets as com-
pared to the seafloor configuration model in Fig. 7.
Fig. 17 shows the Fre´chet derivatives for the shallow towed con-
figurationmodel in Fig. 15. It is only subtly distinct from Fig. 8, with
the largest difference occurring for the PM mode, which is slightly
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Figure 15. Contours of the logarithm (base 10) of the magnitude of the Poynting vector as a function of source–receiver offset and depth for the model of
Fig. 1. The water depth is 300 m, the source frequency is 0.1 Hz and the point source lies 10 m below the sea surface at the origin. The receivers lie at 100 m
water depth in the shallow towed configuration. The seafloor is depicted by a solid horizontal black line. The Poynting vector plot also shows the direction of
energy flow at each of the small circles throughout the structure. The arrow orientations have been adjusted for the different horizontal and vertical scales.
stronger and displays a higher phase compared to the seafloor con-
figuration. This reflects a stronger air interaction for the towed con-
figuration due to proximity to the sea surface. The TM mode result
is nearly identical to that in Fig. 8.
Fig. 18 contains the Poynting vector for 300 m water depth and
a 1 Hz source in the shallow towed configuration. The receivers
are located 100 m below the sea surface, hence about 3/4 skin
depth from the seafloor, so that the electric field produced by the
subsurface will be attenuated by about 1/3 compared to the seafloor
configuration in Fig. 12, and the effect of the sea surface will be
increased. This is manifest as key features in Fig. 18 occurring
at 1–2 km smaller offsets compared to Fig. 12; for example, the
transition from upward to downward energy flux at the seafloor
occurs at 1.5 km in Fig. 18, but 3 km in Fig. 12. The Joule heating
corresponding to Fig. 18 is very similar to that in Fig. 12, and is
omitted.
Fig. 19 shows the electric field at 100 m water depth for the
towed configuration, which resembles an attenuated Fig. 13 that
is compressed toward the origin. There are additional differences
due the absence of the vertical electric field in Fig. 19. Overall, the
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Figure 16. The in-line electric field at 100 m water depth as a function of offset from an HED point source placed at the origin but 10 m below the sea surface.
The water depth is 300 m and the source frequency is 0.1 Hz. From the upper left and proceeding counter-clockwise, the panels show the phase of the reservoir
and half-space responses, the base 10 logarithm of the magnitude of the reservoir and half-space responses, the magnitude ratio of the reservoir to the half-space
response and the phase lag between the reservoir and half-space responses. The dashed line is the reservoir result while the solid line is the half-space result.
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Figure 17. The Fre´chet derivatives of the in-line 100 m water depth electric field as a function of distance below the seafloor for a point HED source located
at the origin but 10 m below the sea surface. The water depth is 300 m and the source frequency is 0.1 Hz. The left-hand panels show the logarithm of the
magnitude and the right-hand panels show the phase. From top to bottom, the rows show the total Fre´chet derivative, the PM mode component and the TM
mode component. The different curves correspond to offsets of 3 km (black), 7 km (dashed) and 11 km (dotted).
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Figure 18. Contours of the logarithms (base 10) of the magnitudes of the Poynting vector as a function of source–receiver offset and depth for the model of
Fig. 1. The water depth is 300 m, the source frequency is 1 Hz and the point source lies 10 m below the sea surface at the origin. The receivers are at 100 m
water depth. The seafloor is depicted by a solid horizontal black line. The Poynting vector plot also shows the direction of energy flow at each of the small
circles throughout the structure. The arrow orientations have been adjusted for the different horizontal and vertical scales.
anomaly signal for the towed configuration is much smaller than for
the seafloor configuration, with a phase lag range of 6◦ compared
to about 30◦.
Fig. 20 shows the Fre`chet derivatives for 300 m water depth
for the model of Fig. 18. The result differs only slightly from the
seafloor configuration counterpart in Fig. 14, with the TM mode in
the under and overburden attenuated by a factor of 2–3, but nearly
unchanged in the reservoir layer. By contrast, the PM mode for the
two receiver locations is nearly identical, and the result is slightly
lower sensitivity outside the reservoir layer in the total Fre`chet
derivative.
4 D ISCUSS ION
The Poynting vector is proportional to the cross product of the
electric and magnetic fields, and hence is a second-order quantity.
The PM and TM mode elements of the electric and magnetic fields
are independent as a matter of physics, but this independence does
not pertain for the Poynting vector. The time-averaged energy flux
is given by the complex Poynting vector
S =
[
(EPM + ETM) ×
(
B∗PM + B∗TM
)]
2μo
(3)
When expanded, eq. (3) comprises purely PM and TM contribu-
tions, along with two cross terms that couple the PM and TM mode
components in the electric and magnetic fields. For a source that
produces only a PM mode (vertical magnetic dipole) or only a TM
mode (vertical electric dipole), fig. 11 in Chave (2009) shows that
the former includes an air interaction while the latter is insensitive to
the presence of the sea surface. However, these end-member models
do not fully describe the HED source of this paper, and the Poynting
vector figures must be understood in a context that includes the
coupling terms in eq. (3).
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Figure 19. The in-line electric field at 100 m water depth as a function of
offset from an HED point source placed at the origin but 10 m below the
sea surface. The water depth is 300 m and the source frequency is 1 Hz.
From the upper left and proceeding counter-clockwise, the panels show the
phase of the reservoir and half-space responses, the base 10 logarithm of the
magnitude of the reservoir and half-space responses, the magnitude ratio
of the reservoir to the half-space response and the phase lag between the
reservoir and half-space responses. The dashed line is the reservoir result
while the solid line is the half-space result.
The Poynting vector results in Figs 3, 6, 9, 12, 15 and 18 re-
flect the competing effects of the dipole source (including galvanic,
guided energy flow within the reservoir) and the inductive air inter-
action, along with coupling of the two EM modes. For the seafloor
configuration, when the ocean is more electrically thick than the
overburden (Fig. 3), the air interaction does not appear except at
the longest offsets within the ocean, and is never seen below it out
to 15 km offset. When the electrical thicknesses of the water layer
and overburden are comparable (Figs 6 and 12), the dipole source
and guided energy flow are predominant at short offsets, and the air
interaction is larger at long offsets, yielding a sharp transition zone
that moves from the water layer through the overburden and into the
underburden. This is manifest in Figs 6 and 12 as the increasingly
upward tilt of the energy flux in the underburden beyond 5 km that
shifts downward beyond ∼10 km, and clearly demonstrates that the
air interaction couples into the entire structure rather than being due
simply to the direct influence of the sea surface. For comparison,
Fig. 3 for 2000mwater depth has subhorizontal outward energy flow
in the underburden at all offsets. For an ocean that is electrically
quite thin compared to the overburden (Fig. 9), the transition zone
begins at nearly zero offset in the water layer, and the cross-mode
terms in (3) are polarized appropriately, and strong enough, at the
reservoir layer to reverse the time-averaged energy flux direction
over 5–9 km offset. This phenomenon cannot be solely due to either
the PM or TM modes, as witnessed by fig. 11 in Chave (2009). A
similar flux reversal is observed for the shallow towed configuration
at the same water depth and frequency.
For the shallow towed configuration, there is additional attenu-
ation of both the source and received signals because the source
and receivers are located near the sea surface. For 300 m water
depth and 0.1 Hz, this produces only small differences between the
seafloor and shallow towed configuration models, but somewhat
larger differences at 1 Hz.
These observations do depend on the resistivity contrast between
the reservoir layer and the overburden. The results in this paper
pertain to a 10:1 resistivity contrast. Lower contrasts are frequently
observed, and can even be reversed in shaly sands or carbonate host
formations (Worthington 2000), while contrasts of 100:1 are quite
rare. In the presence of a higher resistivity contrast, the effect of the
galvanic reservoir will be stronger for a given offset andwater depth,
and hence the transitions noted regarding the Poynting vector, Joule
heating and electric field will move to longer offsets. Conversely,
if the resistivity contrast is weaker or there is no reservoir, the
air interaction will become important at shorter offsets, and the
transitions will move in that direction.
The Joule heating can easily be understood in terms of continuity
of vertical electric current versus continuity of the in-line electric
field at the reservoir layer boundaries. For deep water (Fig. 3), the
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Figure 20. The Fre´chet derivatives of the in-line 100 m water depth electric field as a function of distance below the seafloor for a point HED source located
at the origin but 10 m below the sea surface. The water depth is 300 m and the source frequency is 1 Hz. The left-hand panels show the logarithm of the
magnitude and the right-hand panels show the phase. From top to bottom, the rows show the total Fre´chet derivative, the PM mode component and the TM
mode component. The different curves correspond to offsets of 3 km (black), 7 km (dashed) and 11 km (dotted).
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electric field is nearly vertical within the reservoir layer at all ranges.
Consequently, by continuity of vertical electric current, the verti-
cal electric field in the reservoir must be an order of magnitude
larger than in the overburden or underburden because the reser-
voir conductivity is 1/10 that in those regions, implying that Joule
heating is always enhanced within the reservoir layer at a given
offset. However, as the air interaction predominates over the gal-
vanic reservoir response (Figs 6, 9, 12, 15 and 18), the electric field
becomes increasingly radial, and hence will have the same value
in the reservoir layer and overburden/underburden, resulting in re-
duced Joule heating because the reservoir conductivity is lower than
in its surroundings.
When expressed as the ratio of the magnitude of the reservoir
response to that of a half-space with the overburden resistivity, and
the phase lag between the reservoir and the half-spacemodel, both as
a function of source–receiver offset, the amplitude ratio consistently
peaks where the phase lag is changing most rapidly. Consequently,
a phase response to a structure is always observed at shorter ranges
than an amplitude response. This is clearly observed in the electric
field for Figs 4, 7, 10, 13, 16 and 19.
The behaviours of the seafloor electric and magnetic fields are
tightly associated with energy flow through the entire conductive
structure, with regions where the Poynting vector magnitude is large
having a stronger relation, and points that are distant having aweaker
relation than those nearby. Fig. 3 shows no effect of the downward
propagating energy in the water layer at or beneath the seafloor, but
only above it. However, the seafloor electric field in Fig. 4 clearly
reflects its presence beyond ∼12 km offset. At all offsets, guided
energy flow in the reservoir layer is associated with a consistently
stronger and faster response compared to a half-space.
When the electrical thicknesses of the water layer and overburden
are comparable, Figs 7 and 13 show that the amplitude of the reser-
voir model is initially larger than that for a half-space, then is weaker
at longer offsets, while the reservoir phase initially leads that of a
half-space, and then lags it. The enhanced amplitude is associated
with guided energy flow in the reservoir layer, and the transition to a
weaker response occurs when the horizontal energy flux in it is im-
pacted by the air interaction (Figs 6 and 12). The initial phase lead
for the reservoir model reflects the dominating influence of guided
energy flow in the reservoir layer that is increasingly counteracted
by downward energy flux from the air interaction; the direction of
energy flow at the seafloor shifts from upward to downward approx-
imately at the inflection point in the phase. Conversely, the phase
lag for the reservoir model at longer ranges is due to the increas-
ing importance of the air interaction relative to guided energy flow,
particularly in the overburden.
When the ocean is electrically much thinner than the overburden,
Fig. 10 shows that a reservoir response with a greater magnitude
than that of a half-space precedes a weaker one at longer ranges,
although the corresponding source–receiver offsets are smaller than
for an intermediate water depth. However, the phase for the reser-
voir layer lags that of a half-space model in Fig. 10, and never
really leads it. The enhanced amplitude in Fig. 10 occurs at source–
receiver offsets where energy flow (Fig. 9) in the reservoir layer is
nearly horizontal (although it reverses direction at ∼5 km) and the
Poynting vector magnitude is comparable to or larger than that near
the seafloor. The peak phase lag occurs where the energy flux be-
comes dominantly inward in the reservoir layer and downward in the
overburden.
Comparison of Figs 7 & 16, and 13 & 19, shows that the transi-
tions observed in the seafloor configuration occur at shorter offsets
for the shallow towed configuration. Further, they are substantially
smaller for both amplitude and phase in the towed configuration,
consistent with attenuation in the conductive water layer. However,
they display the same characteristic for the seafloor configuration
of a peak in phase lag occurring where the magnitude is changing
most rapidly.
The ellipse parameters in Figs 4, 7, 10 and 13 are complicated,
and are not substantially simpler for a half-space as compared to a
reservoir model. The 180◦ change in strike for the reservoir model
at ∼6 km in Fig. 7 occurs near the point in Fig. 6 where the seafloor
energy flux flips from upward, weakly outward to downward, weakly
inward. Concomitantly, the ellipticity increases beyond that point.
A similar effect is seen in Figs 12 and 13 at a range of ∼3 km.
However, this is obscured in Figs 9 and 10 by reversal of the energy
flux direction in the reservoir layer over ∼5–9 km.
The results of this paper explore the complexity of the physics
of marine CSEM in shallow water for an isotropic model. The
physics is governed by two competing phenomena: the direct effect
of a dipole source, including guided energy flow within a resistive
zone representative of an oil reservoir, and an air interaction that
manifests as the intricate flow of energy throughout the resistiv-
ity structure caused by an electrically thin water layer. The way
these two processes compete to produce the measurement variables
(i.e. the EM fields at the seafloor) depends on the entire electrical
structure in a complex manner. Certainly, characterization of the air
interaction as an ‘up-over-down’ mode that occurs entirely within
the water layer is wholly inadequate. It is hoped that the results of
this paper combined with those of Andre´is & MacGregor (2008)
will finally put that oversimplification to rest.
The results of this paper also show that CSEM in intermediate to
shallow water remains sensitive to subsurface resistive structures,
an observation that has previously been made by Mittet (2008) on
the basis of a largermagnitude response for shallow over deepwater.
This is most easily seen through the Fre´chet derivatives in Figs 5,
8, 11, 14, 17 and 20, and is due to the substantial sensitivity of
the TM mode to low conductivity media that is not overcome by
the PM mode air interaction except in very shallow water at higher
frequencies.
Finally, it is widely believed (e.g. MacGregor & Sinha 2000) that
an HED source in the in-line and broadside geometries produces
principally vertical and horizontal electric currents, respectively. It
has also long been known that continental shelf sedimentary for-
mations display a transversely anisotropic electrical conductivity
(by a factor of 2–3, and up to 10), with the vertical component
of conductivity being smaller than the horizontal one. This has
been recognized to be an important issue for marine CSEM (e.g.
Tompkins et al. 2004; Ramananjaona et al. 2011; Mattsson et al.
2013), and consequently seafloor measurements over a wide range
of source–receiver geometries would be needed to resolve both the
anisotropy and the reservoir structure, with the in-line orientation
primarily sensitive to the vertical conductivity and the broadside
one sensitive to the horizontal conductivity. This would appear to
militate against using the strictly in-line geometry discussed in this
paper. However, it is very clear from the Fre´chet derivative plots
that the air interaction is actually a positive factor, providing con-
siderable sensitivity to the overburden and underburden horizontal
conductivity, and because the PM mode EM field is associated only
with horizontal electric currents, this gives the ability to detect the
horizontal as well as the vertical conductivity. Consequently, the air
interaction enables the detection of both anisotropy and a reservoir
layer with only the in-line geometry if the water is not too deep,
providing that the experimental parameters (i.e. source frequency
and source–receiver offset) are chosen appropriately. This in part
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explains the success of towed streamer CSEM in the presence of
anisotropy (Mattsson et al. 2013; Zhdanov et al. 2014; McKay et
al. 2015). This topic will be further explored in part two of this
paper.
5 CONCLUS IONS
This paper has presented a study of the physics of marine CSEM
when the electrical thickness of the water layer is comparable to
(intermediate case) or substantially smaller (shallow case) than that
of the overburden, and when a buried resistive hydrocarbon layer
with amodest resistivity contrast is present. Because of the electrical
thinness of the water layer, in both cases the seafloor electric field
responds in a complicated way through the combination of the
dipole field with guided energy flow within the hydrocarbon layer
and an air interaction that exists throughout the subsurface structure
due to the presence of the insulating atmosphere above the ocean.
When expressed as the ratio of the magnitude of the reservoir
response to that of a half-space with the overburden resistivity, and
the phase lag between the reservoir and half-space models, both
as a function of source–receiver offset, the amplitude consistently
peaks where the phase lag is changing most rapidly. Consequently,
a phase response to a structure is always observed at shorter offsets
than an amplitude response.
When the ocean is electrically much thicker than the overburden,
the amplitude ratio is positive and the phase lag is negative at all
ranges. In other words, the response is stronger and faster for the
reservoir as compared to a half-space. However, when the electrical
thickness of the ocean becomes comparable to or smaller than that
of the overburden, this becomes more complicated, with a general
picture of stronger and faster at small offsets, stronger and slower
at intermediate offsets and weaker and slower at large offsets.
The behaviour of the seafloor electric field may be understood
through visualization of the flow of energy through the entire struc-
ture. At small offsets in intermediate to shallow water, guided
energy flow in the resistive reservoir layer is dominant, resulting
in an enhanced seafloor electric field and phase lead over that from
a half-space, or the stronger and faster response seen pervasively in
deep water. At large offsets, the air interaction is dominant, energy
flow is downward throughout the structure and hence the response
becomes weaker and slower. At intermediate offsets, a couple of
factors come into play. First, a transition locus in energy flow from
upward to downward propagates in the structure from the sea sur-
face through the overburden as offset increases, causing marked
changes in the seafloor electric field. Second, the complex interplay
of the PM and TM modes in the second-order Poynting vector (3)
can actually cause the energy flow in the reservoir layer to shift
inward toward the source to varying degrees over a limited set of
ranges, enhancing the intermediate, observed stronger but slower
response.
Joule heating within a volume of material that balances the time-
averaged energy flux into it is enhanced within the reservoir layer
when guided energy flow is important. However, when the air in-
teraction is dominant, the reservoir layer becomes a local locus of
minimum dissipation. These end-member behaviours can be under-
stood in terms of the boundary conditions on the vertical electric
current and horizontal electric field at the reservoir layer.
The Fre´chet derivatives of the seafloor electric field with respect
to the electrical conductivity pervasively show a strong peak in the
reservoir layer that is due to the galvanic TM mode. This mode is
dominant within the reservoir layer when the water layer is elec-
trically thin for all save high frequencies and very shallow water,
and explains why marine CSEM remains sensitive to a hydrocarbon
layer as water depth decreases. While the TM mode remains large
in the underburden and overburden at short offsets and low fre-
quencies, the inductive PM mode from the air interaction becomes
increasingly dominant in the underburden and overburden at longer
offsets and higher frequencies. Consequently, by sampling a suit-
able region of parameter (i.e. frequency and source–receiver offset)
space, it is possible to measure both the horizontal and vertical
components of conductivity in these regions using only the in-line
geometry. This observation will be further explored in a compan-
ion paper. This partially explains the success of towed streamer
CSEM in resolving hydrocarbon reservoirs in an anisotropic
background.
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